From Brownsville, Texas
February 27, 2003
Intense application of psyops and pychotronics continue with assaults and attempts to
provoke T into a physical confrontation; also, the little man who is identified in Part 5 of
these updates as M1 continues his moronic antics: On February 26, 2003, T enters the
University of Texas at Brownsville, Texas library at about 4:15 PM at which time M1 puts
both of his hands over his eyes in a cupped manner as though to suggest the use of
binoculars (this action tends to further connect M1 with the hate mail most recently
posted on this site).
While T recognizes that M1 deserves no mention in this site, aside from his coordinated
efforts to intimidate T, this opportunity to update also suggests to T the need to
summarize the behavior of other university officials who obey without question the fbi's
directives:
University of Texas at Brownsville, Texas- makes no effort to stop the little hooligan, M1,
who at every discreet opportunity asserts the hideous side of his character.
Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas- prevented T from studying the Thai
language several years ago when the fbi began the psyops against T ; SMU also ignored
T's application to teach.
The University of North Texas, Denton, Texas- denied T the opportunity to teach
Freshman English, even though T was previously the recipient of a Teaching Fellowship
at the same University at a time when T was a graduate student. The University of North
Texas also prevented T from being a candidate for any teaching position in any
department of the University.
Amber University, Dallas, Texas- Denied T the opportunity to renew T's part-time
teaching contract, even though Amber University previously praised T for his excellent
work; further, Amber University refused T's offer to teach for free, with no remuneration
and T's amplified offer to set up a scholarship fund for deserving students of the
Humanities.
Hawaii Pacific University, Honolulu- Denied T a letter of reference, denied T a part-time
teaching office, denied T an opportunity to present evidence of cia/fbi interference with
his career, denied T the opportunity to return to the University to teach at a future date;
all such actions were the work of the President of the University.
Collin County Community College District, Plano, Texas- Made every effort to fire T as
soon as the college learned of the smear campaign against T by the fbi; the college also
ignored T's reports of harassment by the fbi while T was trying to teach his classes.
The University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico- refused to allow T to study in
the graduate school, as a result of the fbi's slander campaign.
The University of Houston, Bates College of Law, Houston, Texas- refused to consider
T's application to study toward a Doctor of Juridical Science degree and such
admissions officials actually laughed at T's application as they considered the fbi's
smear campaign against T.
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The University of Texas at El Paso, and Arlington, Texas - The English Departments at
both campuses summarily dismissed T's application to teach, with no apparent reason
to do so.
Notation: The entire educational community is under the control of the fbi and dare not
speak or act in a manner inconsistent with fbi rumor mongering or slandering
campaigns. True higher education in the United States is thus thwarted to some degree
and this leaves the United States at a distinct disadvantage to other nations with respect
to studies in the Humanities, the Arts and the Social Sciences, among other disciplines.
Click here to see evidence that the fbi and the cia prevented Sosbee from teaching
anywhere in the world, notably in China and Japan . These two letters serve as
reminders of the corruptive influences of the two evil agencies under the NWO. With
regard to the Nova rejection Sosbee was very disappointed because he felt certain that
he would be accepted by Nova.
T notices that the rest of the world is beginning to turn its back on the United States,
reflecting their disdain for the corrupt practices of the fbi/cia, etc. While Sosbee claims
no credit for such universal awakening, T notices an astounding coincidence of the
timing of such rejection of U.S. political war-waging rhetoric with the acceptance
worldwide of these updates. Also, this date, the U.S. Secretary of Defense takes a peek
at www.sosbeevfbi.com:
osd.mil 3:24:34 pm 10:00
From Brownsville, Texas
February 28, 2003
T hereby notes that even after recent increased psyops, psychotronics, assaults, and
poisonings, the fbi mental dwarfs continue to harass T throughout the day and night on
a daily basis. The only explanation for this relentless pounding is that the United States
government is beginning to feel the heat associated with T's reports of fbi/cia crimes
against Humanity; for any reader of this site can readily see that the United States has
no sense of guilt, no conscience and no regard for the basic Rights of human beings the
world over. The United States is become, in effect, the grand torturers and iniquitous
Inquisitors of all of mankind. Geral Sosbee
From Brownsville, Texas
February 28, 2003
On the night of 2-27-03 the fbi terrorists steal T's belt which T wears every day; the
following methodology was used: T enters his residence, takes the belt off and places it
on the chair near the window; T double locks the door and further secures the door by
placing a brace against the door preventing the opening of the door from the outside;
the fbi previously unsecured the window near the above mentioned chair and on the
night of 2-27-03 the thugs watching T sleep in real time and knowing the positioning of
the belt near the window, stick their arm into the room where T is asleep and seize the
belt. The fbi then watch T respond to the trick in real time.
T notes that the fbi is now busy with assaults on T with a much greater intensity than on
prior days/months and T interprets such fbi fear as an indication that T is making great
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progress worldwide with these reports.
Special Notation: Prior to stealing T's belt, the fbi applies psychoelectronics for a few
hours to prevent T from sleeping; then, the fbi turns off the electronics, allows T to sleep
under their watchful eyes and during such sleep the fbi thug sticks his/her hand into the
room and purloins the belt.
The fbi sends T the following subliminal message following the theft of the belt on the
evening of 2-27-03 ( the "genuity" entries are from the site meter of
www.sosbeevfbi.com and show the visits of the "genuity" visitor for zero seconds;
"genuity" refers to the fbi's ingenious methods of terrorizing T and is used to remind T
that the fbi thugs are not after all mental dwarfs, but are quite ingenious). See the
upcoming March 5, 2003, update for more information on the "genuity"" entries. The
entry:
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The following chart from www.sosbeevfbi.com site meter shows
the numerous visits to the site by 'genuity', each such visit lasting
zero minutes; T speculates (from a review of the 'genuity' visits)
that the fbi attempts an even more twisted version of their use of
conditioned response/subliminal suggestion techniques. If this be
the case, T enjoys these mental gymnastics as a new opportunity
to marvel at the persistence of the little ones who, having no
functional mind of their own (save the criminal machinations of
their collective pathological thought processes), repeatedly use
their failed methods in efforts to drive the Target insane. Date of
chart : March 2, 2003
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T recognizes the possibility that 'genuity' could be a secret supporter.
From Brownsville, Texas
March 5, 2003
T recalls that in his Nov. 15, 2002, update he mentions that the fbi thugs attempt to show their
ingenuity by changing their tactics against T; for, example the fbi on that date tampered with
the rear view mirror by turning horizontally out of focus. On February 24, 2003, the fbi remind
T of the Nov. 15, entry by repeating the 'ingenious' terror tactic regarding the mirror; on the
same night the fbi place live, but wounded roaches in strategic locations inside T's apartment;
then on the same day T discovers that he has been poisoned in a cleverly designed manner
(described earlier in his update) and notices the following visits to this website for zero
seconds by "genuity", in apparent reference to the fbi self-evaluation as ingenious:
"Click here to see continuing 'Genuity' entries on March 8 and 9, 2003 and note that a review
of the domain reveals no definite or identifiable entity."
From Brownsville, Texas
March 5, 2003
T sends the following message to The United States Court of Appeals For The Federal Circuit,
Washington, D.C., in connection with the unlawful seizure by the fbi of a portion T's pension
income about twenty-five (25) years ago (and continuing into the present) :
To: moorej@cafc.uscourts.gov
From: gsosbee
Subject: My FeedBack Form
What is your name? Geral Wayne Sosbee
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What is your phone number? (Optional) (956) 459-3024
Address Line 1 (Optional) P.O. Box 2272 Brownsville, Texas 78522
Address Line 2 (Optional)
Comments:
Re: 03-3057
Geral W. Sosbee V. Office Of Personnel Management
Pro Se
Dear Clerk of the Court,
Please note that I have mailed to your office my Objection to Respondent's Motion To
Recaption and I also sent by separate cover my Affidavit in support of my objection. I
respectfully request that your office note that I am a member of the Bar of the Court and that I
am also the subject of an intense FBI sponsored terror campaign designed to kill or to
imprison me as a result of my disclosures of crimes committed by the FBI and the CIA. While
this may at first not seem relevant to the Court, I respectfully submit that it is relevant and that
my Affidavit (referenced above) be reviewed by the Court in this regard. As far as I know, no
FBI or CIA agent has ever lived to report such events as I outline in my website,
www.sosbeevfbi.com, and I humbly ask the Court to consider my Affidavit (referenced above).
Respectfully. Geral Sosbee
From Brownsville, Texas
T regularly eats at a sandwich/fast food restaurant where employees are familiar with T's
website and are aware of alleged poisonings. The fbi place a teenager/high school student in
the restaurant to poison T who does not realize for several days that this young man is in fact
a fbi operative whose primary purpose is to harm T with the chemicals. T recognizes that he
apparently was caused great harm at hands of the operative/thug. However, T charges forward
with renewed commitment.
Special Notation to the March 5, 2003, update: The fbi thugs, terrorists and assassins seek (in
the psyops against T) to demoralize and to wear down T's defenses, both mental and physical.
The use of electronic messagings (via car and computer, etc.) is intended to complement the
other attacks on T by the use of chemicals, psychoelectronics, viral infections and other
terrorist weaponry. The fbi may not realize, however, that their pride in the success of their
operations (to silence the Target) is misplaced and is in fact the very badge of their hopeless
and enduring depravity; and as history records the macabre mentality by which the fbi so
proudly announces its victories over the Targets, the facts of such inhumane activity reveal
the underlying and pervasive corruption which also characterize United States public policy,
foreign and domestic. The rest of the world recognizes this even as the U.S. presumes
leadership status in the new world order.
Comment on fbi psyops:
T notes that the fbi and the cia focus most of their efforts on driving the Target insane. Many
of the psyops used against Sosbee ( T ) are designed to toy or play with T's mind, for in this
manner the fbi and the cia thugs and assassins cause T to live a life that is pre-occupied most
of the time with the emotional consequences of the poisonings, assaults, surveillance, etc.
The Target generally has no choice in participating in the mind games to a certain extent
because T's nature requires alertness and analysis of the phenomena occurring in his daily
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life; additionally, T attempts (often in vein) to prevent the poisonings and to minimize the
assaults by vigilance. In the final analysis, T senses that his need to be on guard all the time
has now also become his vocation and in a sense T defeats the terrorists by converting their
terror games into intellectual challenges to be recorded for posterity.
From Brownsville, Texas
March 5, 2003
Administrative Information:
Sosbee hereby makes the following observation regarding his assumptions of the so-called , '
genuity ' entries as reported in this update and regarding Sosbee's work to date:
A) That if 'genuity' (as reported in this update) has no relation to the increased poisonings of
T by the fbi, then the entries of the 'genuity' data on this website yet have a significance to the
reader. T is worn down from the effort to avoid being poisoned and is frustrated at every turn
in efforts to contain the effects of the psyops and psychoelectronic assaults on him; T
therefore may reflect in these reports (i.e., 'genuity') a certain borderline tendency toward
conduct that is not wholly inconsistent with symptoms of paranoia; this recognition by
Sosbee is in keeping with the openness of mind and clarity of purpose by which this Target
pursues his work herein.
B) To reassure the mental dwarfs: Even if T were to collapse from fatigue, heart attack, or high
blood pressure and hypertension (all of which are inconsistent with T's long standing good
health) his work is a success and he meets his Maker with a smile for having accomplished
the mission put upon him by Humanity. How many mental dwarfs can make such a
concession, T wonders. The answer is not blowing in the wind, but is found in the lives today
of those human beings who earn a living by killing, torturing and imprisoning their Brothers
and Sisters around the world. They cannot be lightly forgiven for their crimes against
Humanity. IMHO
Click here for more on "genuity" and for March 20, 2003, update to My Story.
Sosbee may not be able to update this site in the future due to pending financial strain.
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